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while they could not be pursued into the Black Sea. Grey
also was apprehensive that any further pressure put on
Turkey, already beset with difficulties caused by the Bul-
garian declaration of independence and by the action of
Austria-Hungary, might have fatal consequences for the
internal order and the integrity of that country. Izvolski
then suggested that this fear might be assuaged by a provi-
sion that in time of war, Turkey being neutral, all bel-
ligerents would have equal facilities for passage through the
Straits.8 This suggestion seems to have appealed to Grey at
least and he agreed to submit the modified proposal to the
cabinet meeting.4 The final position of the British Govern-
ment, summed up by Grey in a memorandum dated Octo-
ber 14, 1908, did not advance Izvolski's plan a single inch
beyond the already declared willingness of Great Britain
to discuss the question at a favorable moment.5 In view of
the importance of this state paper, setting forth in clear
language the attitude of the British Government, it de-
serves to be fully quoted:
"H[is] M[ajesty's] Government agree that the opening of
the Straits is fair and reasonable, and in principle they will not
oppose it.
slbid., No. 371, pp. 433-34- Sir E. Grey to Sir A. Nicolson, Oct. 13,
1908.
4Hardinge believed that it might be accepted by the cabinet because
the element of reciprocity might satisfy public opinion. "... From a
strategical point of view, there is no possible advantage in our ships
being able to go into the Black Sea in time of war. It is already a
settled principle of naval warfare with us that in no case would our
fleets enter the Straits, unless Turkey were our ally. The condition of
reciprocity, however, is a shop-window ware, since the public do not
understand these strategical considerations. . . ." Ibid., No. 372, p. 435.
Sir C. Hardinge to Sir A. Nicolson, Oct. 13, 1908.
5/&<*., No. 377, p. 441.

